PFA UP-DATE, June 2019
The main focus for our fund-raising has been the garden space and we are pleased to share that we
have booked a two-week slot for the first phase of the project, starting on August 5th. This will
involve levelling the land for the building, and installing an outdoor classroom with electricity and
insulation so that we can use it year-round. It will cost us just under £11000, and we know it will
have a huge impact on our children in all year groups. We have just over £5000 to commit to the
project and are requesting the rest from the PFA…THANK YOU!
For the next stage of the project, we are going to involve the children as part of our next Day 10:10
unit, looking at ways to develop the space that will benefit their learning across all areas of the
curriculum. We hope to be ambitious with our ideas and to involve the whole Brigstock Community.
We are hoping to raise some money from our school ‘Lost Words’ event, and we hope that the PFA
can help us with refreshments on the evening…and maybe volunteer to auction??

We hope the evening will help to fund our next project, and we may also ask for some funding to
enable the next phase of the garden development project and our preparations for the 400
Celebrations in 2020.

FETE UP-DATE…

Children are being proactive about running stalls- and we have offered this to children from Y5
upwards.
Everyone has been positive about using the school.
Ideas to take this one stage further next year, with a Brigstock Through the Ages event…possibly the
weekend of the Fete next year?

COMING UP…
New Parents Evening on Monday, 6pm.
End-of-year events for Leavers (donation from PFA)- 18th July(Play) and 23rd July- Leavers Assembly,
with presentation of books from the PFA.
More involvement with the sponsored school in India- it has been lovely to receive more photos and
share details. This week we received pictures, and it feels wonderful to see that our school has
enabled other children to access education . The school is in the village of Maharaipur and the
teacher’s name is Ms Mina Devi. We look forward to hearing more about the school over the coming
weeks and months and we will have regular communication with them, thanks to the Robertson
family.

Thank you again for your support- it is appreciated by us all.

